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No one knows why Lara Mallory opens up her medical practice in the rowdy Texas town where

Tackett Oil owns everything. But everyone remembers her role in the well-publicized scandal that

caused the downfall of White House hopeful Senator Clark Tackett. Now the ironfisted matriarch of

Tackett Oil intends to use her money and power to drive Lara out of townâ€¦especially when Lara

meets Key, the hell-raising, youngest Tackett son. Before long, this determined woman doctor and

brash, daring flyer find themselves hurtling on a soul-searing quest for the one secret that can

destroy the Tackett empire, as rumors start flying thatâ€¦Where Thereâ€™s Smoke
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Dr. Lara Mallory is a fallen woman since a tabloid incident involving her and Senator Clark Tackett.

She had been married at the time, and found anything but a forgiving attitude following the scandal.

Finally, after Clark Tackett dies and leaves her a medical practice in his home town of Eden Pass,

Texas, she decides to start over there. Besides, she believes the Tackett family owes her, and she's

in town to collect a favor from Clark's younger brother, notorious playboy Key. Things are even

tougher in Eden Pass, however, because Clark's powerful mother, Jody Tackett, has it out for her.

Key seems to share his mother's low opinion, as does his mouse of a sister, Janellen, and the rest

of the town. Key despises himself for falling for his dead brother's bimbo, but he can't seem to resist

her. At the same time, 33-year-old Janellen is finally breaking out of her shell. When an ex-con

named Bowie Cato comes in to Tackett Oil looking for a job, there's something compelling about

him, and pretty soon Janellen starts restyling her hair and wearing make-up while she and Bowie



sneak around to build their romance.Sandra Brown can write one heck of a gripping thriller, but

sometimes her books seem to have somewhat of a hard edge to them, and this is one of those

books. It's as if the author was undergoing difficult personal turmoil at the time, and it came out in

her writing. The judgmental attitude that pervades this novel seems appropriate for a small town like

Eden Pass, but doesn't fit quite so well with the rest of the country, considering that infidelity did not

sink the political aspirations of Bill Clinton, and notoriety has become a form of fame. She tosses

words like whore, tramp, and trash around quite liberally, which made it difficult to warm to several

of the characters.
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